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NEWSLETTER # 71 * February 2013
PRESIDENT’S REPORT – February 2013
At the Annual General Meeting of this Sub Branch held on Tuesday 19th February all office bearers were re-elected
unopposed. I take this result to be a vote of confidence by all members in the Executive and Committee of 2012 with
a view that our efforts will continue into this year, 2013. I thank you all for that expression of confidence. My Annual
Report presented at the AGM appears elsewhere in this month’s newsletter.ce my last
report, the Australia Day Fiesta was held and what a great Fiesta it was. Your
committee confined the activity to the Sunday street party and our monster raffle, and I
would venture to say that our street party was probably the most successful that I have
been involved with since my first in 2004 and I want to thank everybody who in any way
made the day. In particular the overall convenor, Vice President Greg Mann, who did
such a great job.
Some notable figures and results:
Monster raffle receipts of Php 285,820.00
29 tents rented for stalls (all occupied – only one “no show”)
Membership – 20 renewals and 19 new members
Beer sales net Php 15,878
Merchandise sales Php 60,000+ (still counting shirts out on consignment).
On 2nd February, we commenced our monthly 2013 program of Children’s Medical
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Missions at Barangay Anunas, and 998 children were registered and received free medicines. 12 registrations
were received for hearing assessments, and we have now joined with Centennial Park Rotary who will share the
costs of the assessment and fitting of the hearing aids to these children. My thanks to the Lions Club of Perth who
provide the hearing aid from Australia, and our member Denis Baron who handles the provision and delivery of the
hearing aids. 2 wheel chairs were given to permanently disabled kids, a nebulizer and capsules given to the
Barangay Medical Center. Dentist, Dr Mamac and his staff were busy with extractions etc etc, and Dr. De Guzman
and his staff, in administering worming medicines.
We were again fortunate to have nurses from Deakin University, Melbourne, Victoria who attended as part of their
exchange program to the Philippines and I thank them. Brarangay Balibago Captain, Tony Mamac and Bong Reyes
for the help of the Barangay with furniture and sound system. Could go on and on with naming people but you know
who you were and I thank you.
Next mission on Saturday 2nd March 2013, at Barangay Cutcut. Map appears elsewhere in this newsletter and I look
forward to you and the WAGs attending and helping.

JAMES CURTIS-SMITH
President

RETURNED & SERVICES LEAGUE OF AUSTRALIA
ANGELES CITY – PHILIPPINES SUB BRANCH
PRESIDENTS REPORT FOR 2012
An annual report is a diary note of the activity of an organization for a year in its history. It is a time for reflection of
that calendar year.
For this Sub Branch, perhaps the most important event that happened in 2012 was the move of our Sub Branch from
the ACT Branch to the Victorian Branch. For some years the Committee of this Sub Branch had been disadvantaged
as an overseas Sub Branch by Canberra, culminating in a formal notice under the National Constitution being served
on the National Executive listing and providing evidence of our concerns and complaints. As a consequence, and I
understand with the approval of the National Executive, the President of the Victorian Branch invited us to transfer to
that Branch after, I presume, our concerns had been addressed by the Victorian Branch. The invitation was
unanimously accepted by a meeting of the Sub Branch and that transition is ongoing. My thanks in particular to Col
Whelan and Simon Mann for their work and representations in Australia to this end.
We are a vibrant growing Sub Branch and which has in excess of 525 current financial members. Your Sub Branch
committee worked hard in 2012 arranging the activities of the Sub Branch. As in other years we conducted a very
successful Australia Day Fiesta in January 2012, we again held memorable ANZAC Day and Vietnam Veteran’s Day
services and attended by arrangement with our kindred USA Veteran’s organizations (VFW, VVA, FRA and
American Legion) celebration of Remembrance Day. Our welfare activities for needy members of the Sub Branch
were and continue to be well attended to and my thanks to Graham Ross and Rudy Olree in particular for their work
in this area.
We conducted our Children’s Medical Missions through the year and 9,005 children were examined by medical
professionals and received free medicines and other assistance from the Sub Branch. “Other assistance” included
provision of new wheel chairs to permanently disabled children, nebulizers to Barangays for free use to asthma
sufferers, referrals of children with hare lip and cleft palate disorders, and introduction of funding and reference of
children with hearing problems (and sometimes, no hearing at all) for the fitting of hearing aids. Who can’t remember
the very touching report by Vice President Greg Mann to the Sub Branch and published in our Newsletter, about his
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experience in being present when an 8 year old girl heard her mother’s voice for the first time? A big thanks to the
Perth Lions Club for the provision of the hearings aids. A thank you to all members who attend our medical
missions, and in particular Lindsay Drury, Rob Cairns, Greg Mann and Ron Parrott for their work in organizing and
coordinating the missions, and to Lindsay again for solely coordinating our blood bank and type register. Thank you
to Darren Rothnie (Hannah Cabinets) for the use of your truck for the missions.
Our public exposure as an expat group in our community is further enhanced by our fund raising for our missions.
Each week we conduct raffles at Phillies Sports and Grill Inc. (Saturday) and Emotions (Wednesday) and funds from
those raffles are exclusively used for missions. I wish to thank all the business houses that provide the prizes each
week, and Vice President Bob Barnes for coordinating the raffles. Graeme Ross and Rudy Olree for the conduct of
the raffles on the Saturday nights, and Col and Lucky for the Wednesdays. A few more helpers on any Wednesday
or Saturday would help.
We again need to recognize the assistance given to us by the Ponderosa Hotel. The club room and storage area
are provided free, as is the Ponderosa jeep, to transport nurses and our members to the mission locations.
This year we were graciously assisted with a donation from the Fat Boys Rugby Club of Php315,000.00 towards our
Children’s Medical Missions. A very big thank you.
Finally, I wish to thank your Committee for 2012. Dallas Drake for his ever increasing load as Secretary, to Ron
Parrott for his introduction of computerized accounting systems in conjunction with our new auditor, Robert Moffat, (a
huge job). Membership records have been revamped and updated and thanks in addition to Ron and Dallas, to Lee
Townsend, Brian Christensen and Col Whelan. To Larry Smith, our long time Newsletter editor, my continuing
thanks. To all those others who have assisted and who I have missed, Tony Mamac (Barangay Captain) and his
staff, Bong, etc., the Community Services coordinators at Holy Angel University, Angeles University Foundation and
Mt Carmel Colleges of Nursing and notably our WAGS, Ron’s “nephews” etc., etc., etc., our thanks.
JAMES E. CURTIS-SMITH
President 2012
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ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
We are still receiving applications to join our Sub Branch. We welcome the following
new members: Mark Johnston (QLD) * Santo Barone (A/C) * David Lynch (QLD) * Terry Pascoe
(NT) * Terence Green (Sibulan PI) * Darren Reilly (SA) * Peter Seckold (A/C ) * Henry Kilan (A/C) *
Peter Smith (UK) * Michael Ryan (A/C) * Colin Livas (NSW) * David Tarare (QLD) * Kurt Geiger
(A/C) * Ronald Anderson (A/C) * Bob Aysom (A/C) * Nino Borsari (Manila) * Warren Glover (A/C) *
Skip Sparkman (A/C) *
RSL EVENTS SCHEDULE

 Weekly CHARITY Raffle NOW EVERY Wednesday at Emotions Nite
Club at 6.00 PM.
Phillies Sports & Grill Raffle every
Saturday at 6.00 PM. 

Brass Knob every Sunday 3.00PM 

Saturday 2ND MARCH * MEDICAL MISSION * 0715 AM PONDEROSA
Tuesday 5TH MARCH * 1.30 PM... COMMITTEE Meeting Ponderosa * Social Tuesday 2.00pm PONDEROSA *
4.00pm PARADISE BEER GARDEN
Tuesday 12TH MARCH * 2.00pm Social Tuesday Ponderosa * 4.00 SHOOTERS * LaBamba * GECKOS
Tuesday 19th MARCH * MONTHLY GENERAL MEETING * 2.00pm Ponderosa * 4.00pm MOONS BAR * KICK BACK &
RELAX
Tuesday 26TH MARCH * 2:00pm Social Tuesday Ponderosa * 4.00pm TREASURE ISLAND * HONKY TONK
Saturday 6TH APRIL MEDICAL MISSION* 0715 AM PONDEROSA

2013 AUSTRALIA DAY FIESTA * MONSTER CHARITY RAFFLE RESULTS
ST

-1472

MARK CALNAN

5

ND

-0629

TIM CUTLACK

6

RD

-4360

JAMES BROWN

7

TH

-1653

SHALYN
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1
2
3
4

TH

-3231

BRIAN FOLLOCK

TH

-0713

MELIT SEVILLA

TH

-0689

ROBERT YANNICK

TH

-4218

MR T SCRUMPY

TH

9

5

TH

-1032

EDDIE SMITH

TH

-2651

CATHERINE LEE PINEDA

-2928

KOOKA

14

TH

-3192

KC AND THE FAMILY

15

TH

-2963

RONALD CEDRIC WAKLEY

Congratulations to all winners.

TH

-3607

MINDA MANGAN

TH

-0226

PHILIP CHALLINOR

10
11
12
13

2013 AUSTRALIA DAY FIESTA * CURRY COOK
OFF RESULTS
1st

All New Gentleman’s Club

2nd

Phillies Sports Bar

3rd

Angeles City Fried Chicken

Humdinger

Blue Rock Resort

GENERAL INFO AND RAMBLINGS
We haven’t started the new year off too well with the passing of two members, one from cancer and the other
by suicide.
Next problem that confronted us was the refusal of Air Asia to allow a veteran to return to Australia for
hospitalization, even though a doctor’s letter stating he was fit to travel was provided. The veteran was finally
hospitalized at St Luke’s Manila where three major operations were performed.
Things then ended up in the good basket when Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA) allowed direct billing
from the hospital for the hospital costs. This action saved his life. He is now home in Angeles City for a few
weeks of recovery before another round of surgery. The veteran thanks DVA for their assistance in the billing
process.
Our Sub Branch is very fortunate to have members such as Graham Ross and Rudy Olree. Both have given
time to assist Secretary Dallas with several cases. One was assistance to an immobilized veteran (due to a
fall), and helped a distressed partner trying to accompany a veteran to Australia. Another was helping a
member who was unjustly jailed for two days (false charges laid). They followed with several hospital and
home visitations done by our welfare team. Thanks fella’s.
We currently have no DVA trained pension officers to TIP standards. This makes it hard for us to process
claims to DVA without the VITA insurance as a further consequence..
SEEKING ……….

Our President mentioned in his report that the existing committee were re-elected for the coming
year. However, there was no-one willing to take on the job of Quartermaster (checks on our
inventory from time to time and records our assets).
Likewise, when we canvassed for a merchandising manager, none were forthcoming.
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We need someone to organise designs, order shirts etc and distribute to various outlets for sale. The
person will need to be mobile.
Come-on fellas, surely someone has the time and a bit of ability to take on these two jobs. Currently
being done by our overworked Secretary.
Graham Le Bhurz and Peter Coombes have agreed to assist in a membership drive. Thanks mates.
We also reckon that every one of our members has a mate who would qualify to be a member of our
sub branch. Why not bring them along or encourage them to apply for membership. No need to
break their arms, gentle persuasion would probably be enough.
CONGRATULATIONS

We extend our heartiest
congratulations to our Secretary
Dallas Drake and the new Mrs Ara
Drake on their wedding held on
Valentine’s Day 2013 in Angeles
City.

There were many RSL members and
friends attended the ceremony and
enjoyed the reception after.

Minister for Veterans’ Affairs Subscription List

Monday, 18 February 2013 VA011

NEW MENTAL HEALTH APP FOR VETERANS AND ADF MEMBERS
A new smart phone application helping current and former serving members of the Australian Defence Force to
identify and manage mental health symptoms was launched today by the Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, Warren
Snowdon.
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Demonstrating the app to troops at Robertson Barracks in Darwin, Mr Snowdon said that PTSD Coach Australia
was developed to help veterans identify the signs of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and encourage them to
seek help.
“A priority for this government is ensuring that a range of mental health services and support are available for
veterans of all ages—young and old—and that these services are tailored to their needs and the needs of their
families,” Mr Snowdon said.
“PTSD Coach Australia provides
them with education about PTSD,
information about self assessment
and professional care, and tools to
manage the stresses of daily life
with PTSD.”
Based on an app first developed in 2011 for US veterans, PTSD Coach Australia comprises tools for relaxation,
positive self-talk, anger management and a scheduler to help users manage their self care, health appointments and
other activities.
Mr Snowdon said PTSD Coach Australia was not designed as a stand-alone treatment or self diagnosis, but as part
of a toolkit to assist people in managing PTSD.
“This app doesn’t replace clinical assessment and treatment by a qualified mental health clinician. A Clinicians Guide
on integrating PTSD Coach Australia into treatment is available on DVA’s At-Ease website,” he said.
PTSD Coach Australia was developed by the Australian Centre for Posttraumatic Health for the Department of
Veterans’ Affairs (DVA) and the Australian Defence Force (ADF) and is available for Apple and Android devices. To
download the app visit the App Store, Google Play or the At-Ease website www.at-ease.dva.gov.au.
For professional, interpersonal care, the Veterans and Veterans Families Counselling Service (VVCS) provides
counselling and group programs to veterans, peacekeepers and eligible family members. It is a specialised, free and
confidential Australia-wide service and may be contacted 24 hours a day on freecall 1800 011 046.

AND

ANZAC CENTENARY GRANTS ANNOUNCED
Tuesday, 19 February 2013 VA013
Prime Minister Julia Gillard and Minister Assisting the Prime Minister on the Centenary of Anzac Warren Snowdon
today announced grants to encourage communities across Australia to become involved in the Centenary.
The Anzac Centenary Local Grants Program, providing $100,000 per electorate, will enable and empower
communities across Australia to commemorate the Centenary of Anzac in their own way.
Communities are encouraged to start identifying local initiatives that recognise Australian service during the First
World War.
The Centenary of Anzac 2014-2018
stands to be one of the most
important commemorative periods in
Australia's history. Around 330,000
Australians served overseas during
the First World War including more
than 50,000 at Gallipoli. There are a
large number of Australian families
with links to our first Anzacs and
diggers and the impact of the war
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was felt by every community across the country.
A committee will be created in each electorate to work alongside local Federal MPs on grant proposals.
The grants will provide communities throughout the country with an opportunity to pay tribute to those involved in the
First World War and to reflect on the lives of those who served and sacrificed in Australia's name.
Projects which could be considered for grant funding include:
 Public commemorative events
 New First World War memorials or honour board
 The restoration of existing First World War memorials or honour boards
 The preservation, interpretation and display of First World War wartime and
 military memorabilia and artefacts
 School projects related to the First World War
Grant funding will be available in 2013-14.
Information on the grants including the Program’s guidelines will be available on the Anzac Centenary website
shortly: www.anzaccentenary.gov.au

STILL MORE
Minister for Veterans' Affairs Subscription List
Tuesday, 19 February 2013 VA012
DARK DAY IN AUSTRALIA’S HISTORY REMEMBERED
The Minister for Veterans’ Affairs, Warren Snowdon, today joined Northern Territorians to commemorate 71 years
since the Bombing of Darwin and pay tribute to the men and women who courageously defended our nation.
Mr Snowdon said on 19 February 1942, the same battle group of Japanese fighters, bombers and dive bombers that
attacked Pearl Harbor, brought havoc to Darwin.
“Today we remember the past, and what many locals experienced on that dark day. It is hard to imagine what
Territorians felt when the war landed on Australia’s doorstep,” he said.
Many sites including the harbour facilities, post office, Army hospital, Royal Australian Air Force base and
administration building were destroyed. The loss of life was significant with more than 240 people killed and
hundreds injured, including service personnel and civilians.
“The first two Military Medals for bravery in battle on Australian soil were awarded to anti-aircraft gunners, Wilbert
“Darky” Hudson and Fred Wombey for their actions that day.
“They were just two of many, including everyday civilians, who showed bravery in defending our shores. Without
them, the impact could have been far worse,” Mr Snowdon said.
The Bombing of Darwin was the first of more than 90 air raids across the top end of Australia from February 1942
until November 1943. Other towns and cities to come under attack included Broome, Katherine, Wyndham,
Townsville and Horn Island.
The first raid on Darwin was targeted on the city and harbour, eight ships were sunk during the raid, including USS
Peary, in which more than 80 people were killed. The HMAS Manunda also came under attack, and was amongst
the 20 ships that were damaged that day.
In recognition of this defining moment in Australia’s history, on 7 December 2011, the Governor-General proclaimed
19 February a national day of observance, to be known as Bombing of Darwin Day.
“Bombing of Darwin Day is a time for all Australians to remember the harsh realities of war and how the attack on our
nation’s top end changed our country forever,” Mr Snowdon said.

AND FINALLY

REMEMBERING THE HMAS VOYAGER TRAGEDY 49 YEARS ON
Minister for Veterans’ Affairs Warren Snowdon encouraged Australians to remember the tragic sinking of the HMAS
Voyager which killed 81 Royal Australian Navy (RAN) officers and sailors and a dockyard worker.
“On the 49th anniversary tomorrow, Australia will reflect on the sinking of HMAS Voyager, a terrible accident that saw
so many young Australians lose their lives.
“Of the people killed in the disaster, 14 were officers, 67 were sailors and one a civilian dockyard employee.
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“Amongst the tales of tragedy and horrific loss, there were instances of survival, with 232 lucky individuals escaping
with their lives,” Mr Snowdon said.
At the time of being built, Voyager was an unique design tailored to the Australian conditions. One of four ‘Daring
class’ destroyers ordered by the RAN, Voyager was built as a multi-purpose gun ship with three separate weapon
control systems and increased manoeuvrability.
“HMASVoyager spent most of its time on patrol, involving long deployments
that were draining for those onboard. It was however, an accident that saw it
sunk in local waters off the south coast of New South Wales on the night of
10 February 1964.
“Amidst the cover of darkness, HMAS Voyager collided with HMAS
Melbourne, the impact sliced straight through the Voyager’s bow and within
three hours, the destroyer had sunk beneath the waves,“ he said.
Mr Snowdon said that as we approach 50 years since the loss of HMAS
Voyager, Australians should think of those men and women of the RAN who
risk their lives serving this nation on the seas and those who have lost their
lives in that service.
“Our Australian sailors, soldiers and airmen put their lives on the line each and every day, wherever they may serve,
be it in conflict, peacekeeping, peacetime and training and we are grateful for that selfless contribution,” he said.
Images of the HMAS Voyager and HMAS Melbourne are available from the Australian War Memorial – email
media@awm.gov.au for access.

EDITORIAL * CLIMATE CHANGE
As I sit here wondering what I can put into the February newsletter, there are a gathering of 250+ of the world’s
greatest climate change scientists preparing for a gabfest in Hobart Tasmania. They no doubt will discuss climate
change and rising sea levels and what is causing them.
No doubt the world will have all eyes on what they come out with, believers and skeptics together. I will be one of
them (I won’t say which).
Since this subject was raised a long time ago, it was initially called ‘global warming’ but then was changed to ‘climate
change’ I think for political reasons, and flawed scientific proof. I think we all remember the debacle in UK about that.
But I have never seen or heard of any scientific investigation into rising sea levels other than what is touted as carbon
emissions. I have another theory on part of the problem, rising sea levels.
A simple home experiment would show what I am alluding to. OK, do this. Half fill a bathtub with water and mark the
level on the side of the bath. Go to your kitchen and come back with a load of pots and pans, ones that will float.
Gradually fill these vessels with water until they are almost sinking (don’t take the water out of the bath). Then
measure the water level again and see how much higher it is.
Right, once you have established that there has indeed been a rise in the water level, apply this simple experiment to
the global oceans/seas.
No-one has ever number crunched how many massive super oil tankers, bulk carriers, container ships, ordinary ships,
cruise ships, fishing vessels, cruisers, yachts and small row type of boats are on the water at any time. Fly over
Singapore any time of the day or night and see the hundreds of ships moored or heading in or out of port. What about
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the thousands of marina’s all around the world with huge assortments of vessels moored in them. They float because they
displace water.
What about the massive tonnages of shipping that was sunk during WW2, all now taking up water space. And we must
also count in the commercial shipping that sinks everyday somewhere on the globe. Add into the mix shipping
containers that for whatever reason fall overboard every day from ships and float just below the surface, floating
because they displace water.
Add in the worlds mighty rivers (Amazon and Nile for just two) which every day spew out mega tonnes of silt up to five
km into the oceans. Silt sinks and takes up water space.
Take also the land reclamations that go on daily, Dubai, Manila, Singapore just three that I can think of in a second. Dirt
taking up water space.
The world brains tell us that there has not been one water molecule created since the globe was created. All water is
recycled, so we can’t blame extra water being made for rising sea levels.
My education level when I left school was first year high, and I bet that is a tad lower than the boffins gathering in
Hobart. And I would more likely win lotto first prize if I stated that not one of those eminent scientists thinks or talks
about what is written above.
I think that my theory adds up better than a couple of ice cubes melting at both ends of the world. Food for thought
??? Larry.

Veterans Cemetery Restoration Bill Passes House
With an evening vote that had unanimous bipartisan support in the House of Representatives, Bill S.3202, the Dignified Burial
of Veterans Act that passed through the Senate on Dec. 18, passed through the House, meaning it will move on to President
Barack Obama for official passage.
Assuming the bill passes, it will transfer the restoration of Clark Veterans Cemetery in the Philippines to the American Battle
Monuments Commission.
And some of the credit for that goes to 11-year-old Avon student Nathaniel Beeler.
Beeler learned of the Clark Veterans Cemetery while studying World War II in school. The cemetery is the relocated home for
soldiers who had previously rested at Fort McKinley. Thousands of American soldiers and civilians are buried there, but upkeep
has been a struggle due to funding and no clear ownership.
Beeler made it his personal goal to help get a bill passed through Congress that would allow for upkeep of the cemetery. He
visited Washington, D.C., to lobby his case and said he was ecstatic when he heard of the reception the bill received.
“I felt really excited, mainly because it’s a big thing passing the House and the Senate with no opposition,” he said. “It’s pretty
lucky too. Most times you won’t get all that bipartisanship, so it was a big success.”
His mother, Kim, added, “I couldn’t believe it. I was trying to be optimistic, but with the way things are going in Washington, I
thought it could happen, but it probably won’t. We had made plans about what to do next year, and we got the e-mail that it
had cleared the Senate on the 18th and we renewed our hope. But once (Speaker of the House) John Boehner dismissed
everybody, we thought that was it. It has a lot of things that were good for veterans.”
In addition to the transfer of Clark Veterans Cemetery, the Dignified Burial of Veterans Act requires the U.S. Veterans
Administration to furnish caskets for deceased veterans lacking both identifiable next-of-kin and sufficient resources.
Nathaniel said there has been a lot of support since the issue has come to light, and the help of U.S. Rep. Todd Rokita was
instrumental.
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“I’d like to give credit to Todd Rokita for getting out, supporting me, and encouraging me with the effort,” said Nathaniel,
who led the Pledge of Allegiance at one of the congressman’s events this past year.
Rokita issued a statement that read, “I would like to congratulate and highlight the work of one young Hoosier, Nathaniel
Beeler of Avon, who lobbied his congressional representation diligently to ensure the American veterans that are at rest in
Clark Veterans Cemetery in the Philippines received the honor they are due.
Nathaniel made several visits to my offices and those of Senators Lugar and Coats, alerting us to the problems facing the
cemetery. Nathaniel’s tenacity in gaining support for those resting in Clark should give Hoosiers hope that the next generation
can do great things.”
Nathaniel also said that Sen. Patty Murray and Rep. Frank Guinta were extremely helpful in getting the bill passed, and support
from local VFW posts helped get the message out.

HOW IS THIS FOR GENEROSITY
A message from the PBP RFC
We just had our Pot Bellied Pigs RFC Committee Meeting last Friday to discuss the
disbursement of funds raised at the Fat Boy Tens 2012 and we confirmed that the funds would
be split between a number of charitable causes including the Clark Rugby Club, Duyan Ni
Maria Orphanage, RSL Medical Missions, Clark Centennial Rotary Club Medical Mission and
the Visayas Rugby Union Development.
The Clark Rugby Club in Angeles will be the main beneficiary of the funds received so far to date but we would also
like to state that we have been impressed with all the great work that the RSL have been doing on the ground in
Angeles with the RSL Medical Missions so we shall be arranging payment of HKD60,000 (PHP315,000) into your
club account this week. It is important that we receive your ‘full bank account details’ including the full branch
address, your nominated account, Bank Swift address / IBN Number since we have had problems in sending money
to the various charitable causes in previous years.
We do hope you will recognize that we are committed to seeing community projects like yours grow and develop
across the region….we also recognize that it is with great support on the ground from the likes of yourselves that is
so important….thank you for your great efforts!
Not sure if you saw the ‘YouTube’ link of the video for the Fat Boy Tens 2012 on the Rugby in Asia Channel that was
also broadcast on the Setanta sports channel.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Q1_tKqWE40&feature=player_embedded It captures the essence of the great
support from the Pot Bellied Pigs RFC for both rugby and community development.
In addition, we shall look at how we can continue to support you and we look forward to seeing the RSL boys once
again in the near future….and we really do hope you will get involved in the Fat Boy Tens 2013!
Best regards,
Anson
President – The Pot Bellied Pigs RFC

Well, what more can we say but an enormous thank-you for their donation and assure them
that the funds will be used as they have asked, at our Medical Missions. Ed
MORE ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
The problems that we have with membership cards is drawing to a close. We are advised to expect card delay issue
resolved by end of February. Sorry about the delay, but branch is introducing new a new system. Cards will now be
issued each five years and the magnetic strips will become active and show if a member is financial or not. NOTE!! No
‘valid to’ year will be on the cards.

Branch have instigated a rewards program for swiping your card when entering RSL clubs. (More details later).
GOOD NEWS.
1. Less work in delivering cards
2. Any member can now pay five years in advance.
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We are advised to expect card delay issue resolved by end of February. NOTE. No more Life Subscribers are being accepted
by branch.
The temporary cards issued here are only good for the Philippines.

DIRECTIONS TO CUTCUT

Volunteers
wanted.
Request
either meet
at the ‘open
space’ at
Cutcut or
gather at
Ponderosa
Hotel for
departure at
0715 hours.

THIS IS UNBELIEVABLE
The story below is a terrible indictment on the US military establishment. It probably links in with the
bad way that veterans are treated by the VA Department as well. No doubt, Australian veterans feel
the same way as their US counterparts, but our DVA system somehow manages to contain angst
and suicides to some degree. It is a bit long but it cannot be abbreviated without losing the story.
Ed
The enemy within: Soldier suicides
outpaced combat deaths in 2012
 In an Oct. 10, 2012 photo, MaKayla Merritt
holds her brother William Busbee's uniform with
her mother Libby Busbee, left, and sister Tiffany
Merrit in the family's living room in Panama City,
Fla. U.S. Army Spc. William Busbee committed
suicide in March of 2012. Busbee is one of 177
Army suicides in 2012 -- more than the number of
soldiers killed in combat for the year.
By Bill Briggs, NBC News contributor
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More soldiers took their own lives than died in combat during 2012, new Department of Defense figures show. The
Army's suicide rate has climbed by 9 percent since the military branch launched its suicide-prevention campaign in
2009.
Through November, 177 active-duty soldiers had committed suicide compared to 165 during all of 2011 and 156 in 2010. In all
of 2012, 176 soldiers were killed in action -- all while serving in Operation Enduring Freedom, according to DOD.
Army suicides have increased by at least 54 percent since 2007 when there were 115 — a number the Washington Post then
called "an all-time record." An Army spokesman said Wednesday it is uncertain if 177 marks a new annual high (with
December numbers still to come), or if suicides have ever outpaced combat deaths in a single year, because the Army has not
always tracked suicides.
Some Army families who recently lost members to suicide criticize the branch for failing to aggressively shake a culture in
which soldiers believe they'll be deemed weak and denied promotion if they seek mental health aid. They also blame Army
leaders for focusing more heavily on weeding out emotionally troubled soldiers to artificially suppress the branch's suicide
stats versus embracing and helping members who are exhibiting clear signs of trouble.
Furthermore, in September, two U.S. lawmakers pressured the Pentagon to immediately use unspent money specifically
appropriated to the agency to help slow the suicides within the military. Rep. Jim McDermott, D-Wash., and Rep. Leonard
Boswell, D-Iowa, also pushed for increased anti-suicide funding for the Department of Defense in 2013.
“The Pentagon hasn’t spent the money that it has for suicide prevention for this year — and that money wasn’t nearly enough
money to reach all the soldiers who need help. Now we are hearing about bureaucratic technicalities at the Pentagon that are
preventing them from acting. This is unconscionable,” Rep. McDermott said. “The Pentagon is funded to help soldiers and
needs to do much more on the epidemic of suicides."
But the Department of Defense contends that anti-suicide programs installed throughout the armed services soon will curb
military suicides — and that such initiatives already have helped douse mental-health stigmas.
"We have seen several programs that we are optimistic are going to start making a dent in this issue," said Jackie Garrick,
acting director of the DOD suicide prevention office. "We’ve asked all of the services to use the same messaging, the same
talking points. So the Army, included in that, is trying to adapt and promote those same messages because we realize that this
is an across-the-board problem."
The Army could not provide a suicide-prevention officer to comment, but an Army spokeswoman did forward NBC News a link
to the “Army Suicide Prevention Program.”
Within that initiative, soldiers are taught to “Ask, Care, and Escort” any Army buddy who mentions considering suicide, to
usher them to behavioral-health provider, chaplain, or a primary-care provider, and to “never leave your friend alone." The
U.S. military also installed a prevention “lifeline:” 1-800-273-TALK.
What's more, soldiers are assured that seeking mental-health counseling will not harm their chances at gaining a security
clearance. And on that website, a video shows Sgt. Maj. Raymond F. Chandler III, the Army's top non-commissioned officer,
speaking to other NCOs: “Know your soldiers. Know the resources available to them when they are in crisis ... Encourage your
soldiers to seek help ... Seeking help is a sign of courage.”
The anti-suicide strategy was rolled out in April 2009 by Army Vice Chief of Staff Gen. Peter W. Chiarelli.
In July 2010, the Army released a report that sought to explain its suicide epidemic. Some Army families were irked by one of
the key findings: Loosened recruitment and retention standards — due to the furious pace of repeated deployments — had
allowed more than 47,000 people to remain in the Army despite histories of substance abuse, misdemeanor crime or “serious
misconduct.”
Chiarelli further frustrated many Army families who had lost members to suicide when, amid the release of that same report,
he added: “I think it’s fair to say in some instances it would be a soldier that’s possibly married, couple of kids, lost his job, no
health care insurance, possibly a single parent.” Those types of soldiers, he added, are “coming in the Army to start all over
again, and we see this high rate of suicide.”
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Two days before Charielli’s comments, 28-year-old Army soldier Brandon Barrett showed up at his parents' home in Tucson,
Ariz. The family believed he was on leave following a brutal, year-long deployment in Afghanistan with the 5th Stryker
Brigade during which he saw several buddies killed or wounded by bombs and did some killing himself.
During that visit, Barrett’s family thought his Army experience seemed to be helping him to mature, recalls his brother, Shane
Barrett, a detective with the Tucson Police Department.
In August, Brandon Barrett left his parents’ home and drove — for unknown reasons — to Salt Lake City where he donned his
combat fatigues, boots and helmet, grabbed his AR-15 rifle, went to a hotel and told an employee to call the police. As he
waited for the officers, Barrett paced the hotel parking lot as if he was on patrol, a hotel video showed. A police officer
arrived. Barrett shot him in the leg. The officer returned fire and killed Barrett with a bullet to the head. His family believes
Barrett intended to commit “suicide by cop,” his brother acknowledged.
Brandon Barrett confided to a chaplain within his unit, the Barrett family learned since his death, revealing that his year of
combat in Afghanistan had left him depressed and anxious.
“He’d been home for nearly a month,” Shane Barrett told NBC News. “We had no contact from anybody in the Army until my
brother’s incident. And then, after the fact, it was: ‘Your brother was AWOL (absent without leave).’ Really? We didn’t know
that.
“If a guy goes AWOL, the Army is supposed to notify the family immediately. We never received phone calls, letters. We were
blindsided. At the police department where I work, they ran all kinds of record checks on him. But they found absolutely
nothing (about an AWOL report).
“My mother has always believed he was declared AWOL after the fact just so the Army could get him off the rolls and not have
his suicide count against the Army,” Shane Barrett said. “To just discard him, like he never existed, is just wrong. And there’s no
paper trail, no nothing to back up the AWOL claim.”
The Barrett family later learned that Brandon had confided to a chaplain within his unit, revealing that his year of combat in
Afghanistan had left him depressed and anxious. And possibly mulling suicide.
“From talking to a couple of other guys in his unit, he didn’t want to come forward (to seek mental-health help) because you’d
be red-flagged. It would be your exit out of the Army,” Shane Barrett said. “The guys in the Army are just flat-out afraid to
come forward.”
At the Department of Defense, anti-suicide chief Garrick was asked if the Army is indeed clinging to a culture of “suck it up"
and handle your own problems,” as some Army families contend.
“No, I think all of the services have done a pretty good job of trying to get a message out. The Army ... they’ve done the
'shoulder-to-shoulder,' (approach, and have said) ‘no soldier stands alone.' That’s been some of their messaging, now going
back a while,” Garrick said.
“The Secretary of Defense (Leon Panetta), this past year, issued a statement talking about how our service members are our
most valuable resource and that we need to do everything we can to take care of our people. So we’re doing everything we
can to prevent suicides in the military, recognizing that it’s a complex and urgent problem.”

CAN ANYONE HELP HERE
I am looking for anyone who may have served with 3791963 Raymond Duncan
Innes, ex 1ARU and 3RAR –see attached photograph.
Ray died on 25 July 2005 in Victoria of Severe Coronary Artery Disease and as a
consequence his partner has claimed a war widows pension after many years.
Ray spent a short period with 6 Pl B Coy 3RAR and then moved elsewhere in the
Battalion and served out the rest of the tour in 1968
Ray never spoke to his partner about his service and she learnt not to ask because he
become quite emotional when questioned.
He never made approaches to DVA seeking assistance and as a consequence he took
his experiences and memories with him when he died in 2005.
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I am keen to hear some details of Ray’s service and experiences in either 1ARU and 3RAR in Vietnam during
1968.
I am sure Ray’s widow would appreciate our help.
Regards,
Brian McKenzie T: 03 6245 1717
M: 0439 030 429
A BIT OF TOPICAL FUN
Remember the recent allegations about the horse meat substitution in UK and Europe. It doesn’t take long for the
funny quips to get started. TESCO is a major supermarket in UK.
Within hours of the news that Tesco's 'all beef hamburgers' contained 30% horse meat, these quips hit
the internet …
“I'm so hungry, I could eat a horse..... I guess Tesco
just listened!

"I've just checked the Tesco burgers in my freezer ...
AND THEY'RE OFF"

Anyone want a burger from Tesco? Yay or neigh?

Tesco now forced to deny presence of zebra in
burgers, as shoppers confuse barcodes for serving
suggestions.

Not entirely sure how Tesco are going to get over this
hurdle.
Waitress in Tesco asked if I wanted anything on my
Burger. So I had £5 each way!

Said to the missus, These Tesco burgers give me the
trots....
"To beef or not to beef, that is equestrian".....

Had some burgers from Tesco for my tea last night ...I
still have a bit between my teeth.
A woman has been taken into hospital after eating
horse meat burgers from Tesco. Her condition is said
to be stable.
Tesco are now testing all their vegetarian burgers for
traces of unicorn

A cow walks into a bar. Barman says, "Why the long
face?" Cow says "Illegal ingredients, coming over here
stealing our jobs!"
I hear the smaller version of those Tesco burgers
make great horse d'oeuvres.
These Tesco burger jokes are going on a bit....Talk
about flogging a dead horse!

FRA 367 ZAMBALES CHILLI COOK-OFF ON AGAIN

Entry Forms available from fra367@hotmail.com and www.fra367.org or visit FRA, Branch 367, San Antonio, Zambales or
VFW Post 11447, Barrio Barretto
Points of Contact:
Coordinator - “Alaska” Bob: 0918 241 3803
Dave Niemela: 0929 962 8627
Scott M. Simms:
0939 506 8898
OR
Use the entry form shown as the last page of this newsletter.
Contact FRA for the rules and protocols for entrants.
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DISCLAIMER
The Angeles City Sub-Branch of the R&SLA, the Committee and the Editor take no responsibilities for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies
contained in this newsletter. Nor do they accept any liability for loss or damage suffered directly or indirectly for use of information
contained in this newsletter. Nor do they warrant that articles or opinions published in this newsletter are necessarily the opinions held by the
Sub-branch, the Committee or the Editor

BEFORE WE SIGN OFF FOR THIS MONTH

Have a look at our facebook for recent pictures for our Australia Day Fiesta, the February Medical Mission
and our family day which was held in February.

http://www.facebook.com/rslacity
Here is a good computer practice from Dr PC:
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HTTP AND HTTPS
What is the difference between http and https? Don't know how many of you are aware of this difference, but it is worth
sending to any who do not.
The main difference between http:// and https:// is it's all about keeping you secure. HTTP stands for Hyper Text
Transfer Protocol.
The S stands for "Secure." If you visit a website or web page, and look at the address in the web browser, it will likely
begin with the following: http:///. This means that the website is talking to your browser using the regular "unsecured"
language. In other words, it is possible for someone to "eavesdrop" on your computer's conversation with the website.
If you fill out a form on the website, someone might see the information you send to that site.
This is why you never ever enter your credit card number in an http website! But if the web address begins with
https://, that basically means your computer is talking to the website in a secure code that no one can eavesdrop on.
If a website ever asks you to enter your credit card information, you should automatically look to see if the web
address begins with https://.

RIP to:

John Katz

Paul Conlon More details as they become available
WHEELCHAIR DONATION AND DELIVERY
The boy in the stripe shirt is John Paul La Cuna - 5yo
His Mother is Christine. He also has a big curve in his
spine and she was asking if we could do anything about a back
brace for him.
The other little girl is Allyssa Mercado - 8yo
from Anunus.
Mother Rosalinda Dela Cruz
(The members who delivered these
wheelchairs apologise for the quality of the
pictures. They only had their cell phones to
take the pictures).

Another charitable event that our sub branch does here in the Philippines. Well done fella’s.

“The price of liberty is eternal vigilance”
Lest we forget
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Names

Shirt size

Shirt Style*

1.

__________________________________________________________________________

2.

__________________________________________________________________________

3.

__________________________________________________________________________

4.

__________________________________________________________________________

* (Tank Top, Collar or Round Neck T-Shirt)
Team Captain: __________________________Contact No: ___________________
Team Name: _____________________________
Payment P2,500.00: Cash _____
Check _____ Make check payable to FRA Branch 367

Entry Forms also available from swwis@hotmail.com or fra367@hotmail.com or
www.fra367.org .

Chili Cook-Off Event Coordinators:
“Alaska” Bob @ 0918 241 3803 or Dave Niemela 0929 962 8627.
---------------------------------------ENTRY FORM / ENTRY FEE RECEIPT-----------------------------Date Submitted / Paid _______________

Amount Paid__________ Cash / Check
(circle)

Your Name_____________________________ Team Name____________________________

Form and Fee received by___________________________________________________________
(printed name and signature)

